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(57) ABSTRACT 

Disclosed is a channel allocation method in a CDMA 
communication system. The method comprises receiving 
from a UTRAN one SF node CSF)k out of 2““'1 SF nodes 
(Where In is an integer larger than 3) arranged in the form of 
a tree having a mother node and child nodes; searching a 
group including the received SF node CSF)k in accordance 
With Formula (1) beloW; spreading a signal on a dedicated 
physical data channel (DPDCH) With an OVSF code corre 
sponding to a selected one of the received SF node and its 
child nodes in the searched group; and spreading a signal on 
a dedicated physical control channel (DPCCH) With an 
OVSF code corresponding to an SF node determined by 
Formula (2) beloW based on the received SF node. 
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APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR ALLOCATING 
CHANNEL USING OVSF CODE FOR UPLINK 

SYNCHRONOUS TRANSMISSION SCHEME IN A 
W-CDMA COMMUNICATION SYSTEM 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0002] The present invention relates generally to a channel 
communication apparatus and method for a CDMA com 
munication system, and in particular, to an apparatus and 
method for allocating OVSF codes for channel separation in 
a CDMA communication system. 

[0003] 2. Description of the Related Art 

[0004] A CDMA (Code Division Multiple Access) com 
munication system uses orthogonal codes (or orthogonal 
variable spreading factor (OVSF) codes) for channel sepa 
ration, and the CDMA system is divided into a synchronous 
CDMA system and an asynchronous CDMA system. Herein, 
the present invention Will be described With reference to an 
asynchronous CDMA communication system, Which is typi 
cally called a W-CDMA (Wideband CDMA) or UMTS 
(Universal Mobile Terrestrial System) communication sys 
tem. Speci?cally, a description Will be made of an operation 
of allocating channels using OVSF codes in the W-CDMA 
communication system. HoWever, the present invention can 
also be applied to a synchronous CDMA communication 
system such as a CDMA-2000 system. 

[0005] FIG. 1 shoWs an architecture of a W-CDMA com 
munication system. As shoWn in FIG. 1, every process for 
connection of a user equipment (UE) is controlled by a radio 
netWork controller (RNC or a base station controller (BSC) 
in the CDMA-2000 system). Further, allocation of resources 
to the UEs connected to base station transceivers (or Node 
B) is also controlled by the RNC Which manages the base 
station transceivers (BTSs). 

[0006] When a UE intends to use a common packet 

channel (CPCH) or a random access channel (RACH) to 
access a speci?c UTRAN (or a base station in the CDMA 
2000 system) Which is comprised of the RNC and the base 
station transceivers (or the Node B), the RNC provides the 
UE and the base station transceivers With information about 
available uplink channel resources for the CPCH or RACH, 
i.e., information about an uplink scrambling code and an 
OVSF code. The OVSF code, Which is a kind of orthogonal 
code, has the same function as the Walsh code used in the 
CDMA-2000 system, and the RNC provides the base station 
transceivers With available OVSF code node set informa 
tion. 

[0007] When the connection betWeen the UE and the base 
station transceiver is made successfully, the UE continues 
communication With the base station transceiver using an 
doWnlink or uplink dedicated physical channel (DPCH). The 
W-CDMA system employs an asynchronous scheme in 
Which the channels are not synchroniZed With the base 
station transceivers. In this case, each UE must be assigned 
its unique scrambling code so that the base station trans 
ceiver can distinguish the UE. 
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[0008] Therefore, an uplink synchronous transmission 
scheme (USTS) has been proposed. By using the USTS, it 
is possible to assign one scrambling code to a plurality of 
UEs. The USTS can assign a single identical scrambling 
code to a plurality of UEs by acquiring synchroniZation 
When the UTRAN (UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Net 
Work) receives the uplink DPCHs from the UEs. As a result, 
the number of the scrambling codes allocated in one cell is 
decreased, thus reducing mutual interference betWeen the 
UE signals. The UTRAN distinguishes the UEs each 
employing the USTS by using channeliZation codes pro 
vided form the RNC, i.e., the OVSF codes maintaining 
orthogonality among them. Herein, a set of the UEs Which 
are assigned the single identical scrambling code Will be 
de?ned as a “USTS group”, for convenience of explanation. 

[0009] A process for acquiring uplink synchroniZation 
using the USTS scheme is divided into tWo processes, and 
the respective processes are described beloW. 

[0010] A?rst process is an initial synchroniZation process, 
and in this process, the UTRAN receives a signal from the 
UE over the RACH and measures a difference betWeen a 

time When the signal is received from the UE over the 
RACH and a predetermined reference time. Further, the 
UTRAN transmits the measured time difference to the UE 
over a forWard access channel (FACH). Upon receipt of the 
time difference over the FACH, the UE aligns a transmission 
time using the time difference and acquires the initial 
synchroniZation. 

[0011] A second process is a tracking process, and in this 
process, the UTRAN periodically compares the UE signal 
received time With the reference time and transmits a time 
alignment bit to the UE through a transmit poWer control 
(TPC) bit on a control channel. Here, the time alignment bit 
is transmitted once per tWo frames, since it is transmitted 
through the TPC bit on the control channel. The time 
alignment bit can align the transmission time in a unit of n 
chips. In the case Where the time alignment bit aligns the 
transmission time in a 1/s-chip unit, if the time alignment bit 
is ‘1’, the UE advances the transmission time by 1/8 chip. 
OtherWise, if the time alignment bit is ‘0’, the UE defers the 
transmission time by 1/8 chip. 

[0012] NoW, With reference to FIG. 2, a description Will 
be made of the OVSF codes typically used for channel 
separation in the W-CDMA communication system. 

[0013] The doWnlink can separate different channels using 
the OVSF codes, and the channels may have different data 
rates. MeanWhile, the uplink separates the respective chan 
nels in one UE, or separates the channels of the respective 
UEs in the USTS in Which the UEs use the same scrambling 
code. The OVSF code CD)k is uniquely determined according 
to a spreading factor (SF) ‘n’ and a code number ‘k’. In the 
OVSF code Cmk, ‘n’ indicates an SF value and ‘k’ has a 
value of OékéSF-l. The OVSF code CD)k is generated in 
accordance With Equation (1) beloW. 

CLO : l Equation (1) 



[0014] The OVSF codes of from SF=1 to SF=4, generated 
in accordance With Equation (1), can be expressed by 
Equation (2) below. 

[0015] Equation (2) 

C4YU=(1, 1, 1, 1) 

C4Y3=(1, -1, -1, 1) 
[0016] FIG. 2 shoWs an OVSF code tree. In the following 
description, CD)k in the OVSF code tree Will be referred to as 
a “node”. For example, an OVSF code C1 0 Will be referred 
to as “node CLO” or “CLO node” in the (IVSF code tree. 

[0017] Referring to FIG. 2, a property of the OVSF codes 
Will be described. Child nodes do not maintain orthogonality 
With their mother node. For example, if a node C4)O is to 
allocated to a speci?c channel, the child nodes or sub-nodes 

C8D, C8)1, C169, C16” C16)2 and Cm3 of the mother node 
C40 cannot maintain orthogonality With all the mother nodes 
C210 and CLO corresponding to the mother node C4D, When 
they are allocated to the different channels. In the folloWing 
description, a term “sub-tree” refers to all the child nodes of 
a speci?c node. That is, When C4)O=(1, 1, 1, 1) of Equation 
(2) is allocated to a speci?c channel, the orthogonality is not 
maintained among C2)O=(1, 1), C8)O=(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) and 
C8)1=(1, 1, 1, 1, —1, —1, —1, —1). Therefore, When the OVSF 
codes are allocated to the channels having different SF 
values (or having different data rates), the OVSF codes 
should be so allocated as to maintain orthogonality With the 
allocated OVSF codes. 

[0018] NoW, With reference to FIG. 3, a description Will 
be made of a process for spreading a dedicated physical 
control channel (DPCCH) and a dedicated physical data 
channel (DPDCH) using the OVSF codes. In general, only 
one DPDCH is used for SE28, Whereas a maximum of 6 
DPDCHs can used for SF=4. As shoWn in FIG. 3, the 
channels can be divided into I-channel and Q-channel. Since 
the I-channel and the Q-channel can be separated by using 
a complex spreading code, they can be assigned the same 
channeliZation code. In FIG. 3, the DPCCH is assigned an 
OVSF code C2569 and the 6 DPDCHs are assigned the 
folloWing channeliZation codes: 

[0019] Where, for n=1 or 2, k=1, 
[0020] for n=3 or 4, k=3, 
[0021] for n=5 or 6, k=2. 
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[0022] In the UEs using the USTS, the RNC allocates one 
uplink scrambling code and available OVSF codes as 
resources for the DPCHs. The RNC allocates the OVSF 
codes to separate the DPDCHs (data part) using SF=4, 
SF=16, SF=32, SF=64, SF=128 and SF=256 necessary for 
one DPCH, and the DPCCH (control part) using SF=256. 
The RNC provides the corresponding base station transceiv 
er(node B) and the UE With the node information for the 
OVSF code of the DPCH (DPDCH and DPCCH) through a 
message. 

[0023] NoW, We assume SF=64 is the loWest node for the 
convenience of explanation. An OVSF code tree With SF=64 
Will be described With reference to FIG. 4. When SF of the 
DPDCH is 4 and a node C4)1 is allocated in the OVSF code 
tree, the loWest node C64)15 of a node C4)O belonging to the 
same mother node C2)O as the node C4)1 is allocated as an 
OVSF code of the corresponding DPCCH. As another 
example, When SF of the DPDCH is 4 and a node C4)2 is 
allocated in the OVSF code tree, the loWest node C64)63 of 
a node C4)3 belonging to the same mother node C2)1 as the 
node C 42 is allocated as an OVSF code of the corresponding 
DPCCH. 

[0024] As described above, in every channel or service 
having a pair of the DPCCH With the ?xed SF value and the 
DPDCH With the variable SF value, the conventional OVSF 
code allocation method has the folloWing disadvantages. 

[0025] Since a node of the DPCCH is alWays allocated in 
a pair With a node of the DPDCH, the number of the OVSF 
codes allocable to the DPDCH is decreased. That is, When 
a speci?c node is allocated to the data part in the OVSF code 
tree (i.e., When an OVSF code of a speci?c node is allocated 
to separate the DPDCH channel), the OVSF codes of all the 
child nodes belonging to the allocated speci?c node do not 
maintain orthogonality With the previously allocated node of 
the DPDCH. Therefore, it is not possible to simultaneously 
allocate the child nodes of the allocated speci?c node to the 
data part. That is, When a node C4)1 and a node C4)2 With 
SF=4 are allocated to the DPDCHs, a node C4)O and a node 
C4)3 must be allocated to the DPCCHs corresponding to the 
DPDCHs. Therefore, it is not possible to allocate the OVSF 
code With SF=4 for the data part, so that in the OVSF code 
tree structure shoWn in FIG. 4 the data part can be allocated 
a maximum of 2 channels With SF=4. 

[0026] The conventional OVSF code allocation method 
has a limitation on use of the OVSF code, since When one 
child node connected to a speci?c mother node is allocated 
to the data part, the remaining one child node is allocated to 
the control part. As a result, the channel allocation resources 
run short. In order to solve the OVSF code allocation 
limitation problem, it is possible to increase the number of 
the available OVSF codes for the DPDCH by separately 
providing an OVSF code allocation area for the DPCCH. 
For example, it is possible to provide a maximum of 3 
channels, by using every OVSF code With SF=64 belonging 
to the mother node C4)O only for the DPCCH and allocating 
the DPDCH to nodes CM, C4)2 and C4)3 for the data part 
With SF=4. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0027] It is, therefore, an object of the present invention to 
provide an apparatus and method for allocating an OVSF 
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code such that a dedicated physical data channel (DPDCH) 
With a variable data rate and its associated dedicated physi 
cal control channel (DPCCH) are allocated in a pair in a 
CDMA communication system. 

[0028] It is another object of the present invention to 
provide an apparatus and method for efficiently managing 
the limited OVSF code resources in a CDMA communica 
tion system. 

[0029] It is further another object of the present invention 
to provide a method for ID grouping non-orthogonal nodes 
and allocating one OVSF code for a DPCCH to each group 
in a CDMA communication system. 

[0030] It is yet another object of the present invention to 
provide an apparatus and method for enabling a UTRAN to 
efficiently allocate a channel to a user equipment (UE) in a 
CDMA communication system. 

[0031] It is still another object of the present invention to 
provide an apparatus and method for enabling a UE to 
determine a channel depending on channel allocation-re 
lated information received from a UTRAN in a CDMA 
communication system. 

[0032] It is still another object of the present invention to 
provide an apparatus and method for enabling a UTRAN to 
determine an OVSF code so as to allocate an uplink DPCH 
channel to a UE employing an uplink synchronous trans 
mission scheme (USTS) in a CDMA communication sys 
tem. 

[0033] In accordance With one aspect, a channel allocation 
method in a CDMA communication system, comprises 
receiving from a UTRAN one SF node CSF)k out of 2““'1 SF 
nodes (Where m is an integer larger than 3) arranged in the 
form of a tree having a mother node and child nodes; 
searching a group including the received SF node CSF)k in 
accordance With Formula (1) beloW spreading a signal on a 
dedicated physical data channel (DPDCH) With an OVSF 
code corresponding to a selected one of the received SF node 
and its child nodes in the searched group; and spreading a 
signal on a dedicated physical control channel (DPCCH) 
With an OVSF code corresponding to an SF node determined 
by Formula (2) beloW based on the received SF node. 

2W1 2W1 
For SF 5 _, (PFSF, P140: an Formula(l) 

4 4 

zmil zmil 
F SF — P -_ P . : SF k or > 4 ,[ 2 4 , 2 n] ( , ) 

h P_2’"’l dP_4-SF were, 1—4_SFan 2_2mil_ 

Formula (2) 

[0034] Preferably, if a spreading factor in the SF node 
CSF)k is SF=64 and an associated spreading factor for a 
control part is SF=25 6, a spreading factor CCODUOLZSGJZLk of 
the DPCCH is mapped to a spreading factor Calata’m’k of the 
DPDCH, and a spreading factor Coontwmsmsak of the 
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DPCCH is mapped to a spreading factor Cdatm‘h32+k of the 
DPDCH in accordance With Formula (3) beloW. 

[0035] Formula (3) 

[0036] Where k=0, 1, 2, 3 . . . , 23. 

[0037] Preferably, if a spreading factor in the SF node 
CSF)k is SF=64 and an associated spreading factor for a 
control part is SF=256, a spreading factor ccontmhzs?pmk of 
the DPCCH is mapped to a spreading factor Carma)“;k of the 
DPDCH, and a spreading factor CCODUOLZSQ224+k of the 
DPCCH is mapped to a spreading factor Cdatm‘h32+k of the 
DPDCH in accordance With Formula (4) beloW. 

[0038] Formula (4) 

[0039] Where k=0, 1, 2, 3 . . . , 23. 

[0040] Preferably, in the case Where a spreading factor in 
the SF node CSF)k is SF=128 and an associated spreading 
factor for a control part is SF=256, When k in a spreading 
factor Cdata’lzshk of the DPDCH is an even number, a 
spreading factor of the DPCCH is mapped according to 
Formula (5) beloW; When the k is an odd number, the 
spreading factor of the DPCCH is mapped according to 
Formula (6) beloW; When k in a spreading factor Chm)“;32+k 
of the DPDCH is an even number, the spreading factor of the 
DPCCH is mapped according to Formula (7) beloW; and 
When the k is an odd number, the spreading factor of the 
DPCCH is mapped according to Formula (8) beloW. 

[0041] Formula (5) 

[0042] Formula (6) 

[0043] Formula (7) 

F(Cdata,128,64+k)=CcontIol,256,255*k 
[0044] Where 1<=0, 2, 4, - - - , 22 

[0045] Formula (8) 

(for Oéni7) 

[0046] Where k=1, 3, . . . , 23. 

[0047] In accordance With another aspect of the present 
invention, an uplink channel transmission apparatus for a 
user equipment (UE) in a CDMA communication system, 
comprises a memory for storing 2r“-1 SF nodes (Where m is 
an integer larger than 3) arranged in the form of a tree having 
a mother node and child nodes; an input unit for receiving 
one SF node CSF)k from a UTRAN; an OVSF code allocating 
device for searching a group including the received SF node 
CSF)k according to Formula (9) beloW, selecting one node for 
a data part out of the received SF node and associated child 
nodes from the searched group, and selecting an SF node for 
a control part determined according to Formula (10) beloW 
based on the received SF node; an OVSF code generator for 
generating OVSF codes for a DPDCH and a DPCCH 
corresponding to the selected SF nodes of the data part and 
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the control part; a DPDCH spreader for spreading a signal on 
the DPDCH With the generated OVSF code for the data part; 
and a DPCCH spreader for spreading a signal on the 
DPCCH With the generated OVSF code for the control part. 

zmil zmil 
For SF 5 T, (Pl -SF, P1-k)=[T,n] Formu1a(9) 

Where, P1 : 

Formula 10 
#211,] = (k = O, 1, > < > 

4 

k = czmilyzmilimin) (k = 0, l, ) 

[0048] In accordance With further another aspect of the 
present invention, an uplink channel transmission apparatus 
for a UTRAN in a CDMA communication system, com 

prises a memory for storing 2m“1 SF nodes (Where m is an 
integer larger than 3) arranged in the form of a tree having 
a mother node and child nodes; an input unit for receiving 
one SF node CSF)k from a UE; an OVSF code allocating 
device for searching a group including the received SF node 
CSF;k according to Formula (11) beloW, selecting one node 
for a data part out of the received SF node and associated 
child nodes from the searched group, and selecting an SF 
node for a control part determined according to Formula 
(12) beloW based on the received SF node; an OVSF code 
generator for generating OVSF codes for a DPDCH and a 
DPCCH corresponding to the selected SF nodes of the data 
part and the control part; a DPDCH despreader for despread 
ing a signal on the DPDCH With the generated OVSF code 
for the data part; and a DPCCH despreader for despreading 
a signal on the DPCCH With the generated OVSF code for 
the control part. 

2W1 2W1 
For SF 5 T, (Pl .SF, Pl .k) =[ ,n] Formula(11) 

[0049] In accordance With yet another aspect of the 
present invention, there is provided an OVSF code alloca 
tion method in a CDMA communication system. In the 
method, 2m“1 SF nodes are arranged in the form of a tree in 
m=1 column, the SF nodes are divided into a pair of trees 
having ?rst and second half SF nodes obtained by halving 
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?rst SF nodes in a column corresponding to the maximum 
SF, Wherein each tree allocates an OVSF code correspond 
ing to one of some SF nodes in an m+1th column Which 
becomes child nodes of one node out of second SF nodes 
folloWing the ?rst SF nodes as a ?rst OVSF code for 
spreading a control signal, and allocates a second OVSF 
code corresponding to one of the remaining nodes Which 
maintain orthogonality With said one of the second SF nodes 
to spread a data signal. 

[0050] Preferably, the maximum SF node is C4)k (Where 
k=0, 1, 2, 3), the ?rst SF nodes include C49 and C42, the 
second SF nodes include C4)1 and C43, the second SF node 
C4)1 includes child nodes C8)2 and C83, the second SF node 
C4)3 includes child nodes C8)6 and C8], the child nodes C8)3 
and C8)7 are allocated as the second OVSF code for spread 
ing the control signal, and the remaining nodes are allocated 
as the ?rst OVSF code for spreading the data signal. 

[0051] Preferably, the ?rst OVSF codes for spreading the 
data signal and the second OVSF codes for spreading the 
control signal are so allocated as to be mapped according to 
Formula (13) beloW. 

[0052] Formula (13) 

[0053] Where a spreading factor of the data signal is 
SF=64, a spreading factor of the control signal is SF=256, 
and 1<=0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , 23. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0054] The above and other objects, features and advan 
tages of the present invention Will become more apparent 
from the folloWing detailed description When taken in con 
junction With the accompanying draWings in Which: 

[0055] FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating an architecture of 
an asynchronous W-CDMA communication system; 

[0056] FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating an OVSF code tree 
used in the W-CDMA communication system; 

[0057] FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating a scheme for 
spreading uplink dedicated physical data channel (DPDCH) 
and dedicated physical control channel (DPCCH) in the 
W-CDMA communication system; 

[0058] FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating an OVSF code tree 
for SF=64 in the W-CDMA communication system; 

[0059] FIG. 5 is a block diagram illustrating an OVSF 
code generating device for a UTRAN in a CDMA commu 
nication system according to an embodiment of the present 
invention; 

[0060] FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating an OVSF 
code generating device for a user equipment (UE) in a 
CDMA communication system according to an embodiment 
of the to present invention; and 

[0061] FIG. 7 is a How chart illustrating a procedure for 
allocating an OVSF code in a CDMA communication sys 
tem according to an embodiment of the present invention. 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

[0062] Preferred embodiments of the present invention 
Will be described herein beloW With reference to the accom 
panying drawings. In the following description, Well-known 
functions or constructions are not described in detail since 

they Would obscure the invention in unnecessary detail. 

[0063] In a ?rst embodiment of the present invention, it 
Will be assumed that a control part of the dedicated physical 
channel (DPCH) has a spreading factor (SF) of 256 and a 
data part has an SF value of 4, 8, 16, 32 and 64. In a second 
embodiment, it Will be assumed that a control part of the 
CPCH has an SF value of 256 and a data part has an SF value 
of 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128 and 256. An OVSF code allocation 
method according to the present invention is applicable to a 
channel or a service in Which a data part and a control part 
are provided in a pair as in the RACH and CPCH, and the 
novel OVSF code allocation method is not restricted by the 
SF value. 

[0064] In a mobile communication system Which services 
the channels Where the data part and the control part eXist in 
a pair, the method according to the present invention allo 
cates a speci?c one node in the OVSF code tree comprised 
of a plurality of nodes as an OVSF code of the control part, 
and allocates the remaining nodes as an OVSF code of the 
data part. In the embodiments of the present invention, the 
OVSF code tree is divided into 4 nodes, and three of the 
nodes are allocated to the data part While the remaining one 
node is allocated to the control part. That is, the orthogo 
nality is not maintained among the nodes C49, C89, C169, 
C 20 and C649 as shoWn in FIG. 4. Thus, if one of the nodes 
is allocated to a speci?c channel, then the remaining nodes 
cannot be allocated to other channels in vieW of the property 
of the OVSF code tree. Therefore, the invention classi?es 
the non-orthogonal nodes C49, C89, C169, C329 and C649 
into groups (or sub-trees) and allocates a node correspond 
ing to one of the groups to the control part. As a result, it is 
possible to simultaneously allocate a maXimum of (Z/3)*SF 
nodes to the data parts With respect to each SF. 

[0065] First Embodiment 

[0066] First, a sub-tree of a C4)3 node Which is one of the 
nodes With SF=4 is allocated to the control part. Although 
the C4)3 node is allocated to the control part in the folloWing 
description, it is also possible to selectively allocate one of 
the nodes C4D, C4)1 and C4)2 other than the node C4)3 out of 
the SF=4 nodes to the control part. Since the nodes existing 
in the sub-tree of the C4)3 node are allocated to the control 
part, they are not allocated for the data part. Instead, the 12 
SF=64 nodes C6452, C6453, C6454, . . . , C64)63 are de?ned 
as nodes for the control part (or control part nodes). A 
de?nition of one-to-one mapping betWeen the control part 
nodes C6452, C6453, C6454, . . . , C64)63 and SF=16 data part 
nodes C169, C16)” C162, . . . , C16)11 Will be given. Here, the 
node mapping is performed using a mapping function 
F1(Cdata,16,k)=Ccontrol,64,63—k Where Cdata,16,k 
denotes a node C16)k for the data part and ccontmhmgk 
denotes a node C64>63_k for the control part. For the respec 
tive F=16 data part nodes, it is possible to group the 
non-orthogonal nodes as shoWn in Table 1 using the fol 
loWing rules. 
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TABLE 1 

Data Part Control Part 

SF=4 SF=8 SF=16 (SF=64) 

C4,0 C841 C164] (364,63 
C1111 (364,62 

C8,1 C1112 (364,61 
C163 (364,60 

C4,1 C82 C16,4 C6459 
C165 C6458 

C83 C1645 C6457 
C16,? C6456 

C4,2 Cs,4 C163 C6455 
16,9 C6454 

C85 C16,10 C6453 
C16,11 C6452 

[0067] Table 1 shoWs an eXample Where the node C64)63_k 
is allocated to the control part. HoWever, When nodes 
C64)48+k are allocated to the control part, it is possible to 
sequentially allocate the nodes of from C64)48 to C64)59 to the 
control part. In addition, the same results can be obtained 
even if the nodes are properly set such that the nodes 
allocated to the control part should be one-to-one mapped 
With the nodes allocated to the data part. 

[0068] <Rule 1> 

[0069] If there eXists p Which satis?es (p*SF, p*k)=(16, n) 
for SF; 16 or (p*16, p*n)=(SF, k) for SF>16, CSF)K and 
C16)n belong to one group. Here, 0§k§3*SF/4-1. 

[0070] Every SF; 16 (SF=4, SF=8 and SF=16) OVSF 
code for the data part and the control part are determined 
according to Rule 1. In addition, for SF>16 (SF=32, SF=64, 
SF=128, . . .), some nodes can be applied to Rule 1, but the 
other nodes cannot not be applied to Rule 1, and there is a 
knoWn method for avoiding use of these nodes. Therefore, 
an additional mapping rule is required for the control part for 
the nodes Which are not used When Rule 1 is applied thereto. 
By using the mapping rule, it is possible to use the nodes 
C6451, C6450, C64)49 and C64)48 Which are not allocated to 
the control part. That is, for SF=32, each of the nodes C32)k 
(Where k is odd or even number) is associated With the nodes 
for the control part allocated to the node Cmk, and for 
SF=64, each of the nodes C64)k (Where k is a multiple of 4, 
(a multiple of 4)—1, (a multiple of 4)—2, or (a multiple of 
4)—4) is associated With the nodes for the control part 
allocated to the node Cmk. Further, the remaining nodes for 
the data parts Which are not allocated to the nodes for the 
control part are allocated according to the additional map 
ping rule. In this embodiment, it Will be assumed that the 
additional mapping rule is required for the SF=32 nodes 
C32)k (Where k is the odd number) of C32” C323, C325, . . . , 
C3221, C32)23 and the SF=64 nodes C64)k (Where k is not a 
multiple of 4) of C64,1> C64,2> C64,3> C64,5> C64,6> C64], 
C64,9> - ~ - > C64,43> C64,45> C64,46> C64,47' Although this 
mapping rule can be modi?ed into various types, the basic 
mapping rule is as folloWs. 

[0071] (1) SF=32 

[0072] In this case, the C32)k (Where k is the even number) 
nodes of C329, C322, C32)‘, C3”, . . . , C32)22 are mapped to 
the 12 control part nodes of C64>63, 6M2, C64>61, 
CGMO, . . . , C6452, respectively. Further, the 4 nodes C64>48, 
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C64>49, C6450 and C64)51 out of the SF=64 nodes in the 
sub-tree of the node C4)3 are currently not used. Therefore, 
these nodes can be used for the control part of the SF=32 
nodes C32)k (Where k is the odd number) of C32)? C323, 
C325, C327, . . . , C3223. For example, it is possible to set a 
multiple-to-one function betWeen the 12 SF=32 nodes and 
the 4 control parts as given beloW. 

[0073] <Rule 2> 

F da1a,32,2(n+8)+1 = connol,64,514n (for oénéf’) 

[0074] Therefore, When the additional mapping rule given 
as Rule 2 is used, the SF=32 data part nodes C32,k (Where 
k is the odd number) are allocated to the non-allocated 
control part nodes C6451, C6450, C64)49 and C64>48, as shoWn 
in Table 2 beloW. 

TABLE 2 

Data Part 

F2 F2 F2 Control 

n (Cda1a,32,2n+1) (Cdam,32,2(n+4)+1) (Cdam,32,2(n+s)+1) Part 

n = O C32,1 C329 C32,17 C6451 
n = 1 C32,3 C32,11 C32,19 C6450 
n = 2 C325 C32,13 C32,21 (364,49 
n = 3 C32,7 C32,15 C32,23 (364,48 

[0075] Therefore, Table 3 beloW is given by allocating the 
data parts of the C32)k nodes to the nodes for the control part 
using the results of Table 2. 

TABLE 3 

Data Part Control Part 

SF=4 SF=8 SF=16 SF=32 (SF=64) 

C4,o C8,U C1110 C32,0 C64,63 
32,1 C6451 

C1111 C32,2 C64,62 
32,3 C6450 

Cs,1 C1112 C32,4 C64,61 
C32,5 (364,49 

C1113 C32,6 C64,60 
C32,7 (364,48 

C4,1 C8,2 C1114 C328 C6459 
C32,9 C6451 

C165 C32,10 C6458 
C32,11 C6450 

Cs,3 C16,6 C32,12 C6457 
32,13 (364,49 

C16,7 C32,14 C6456 
32,15 (364,48 

C4,2 Cs,4 C16,8 C32,16 C6455 
C32,17 C6451 

C16,9 (332,18 (364,54 
C32,19 C6450 

C85 C16,10 C32,20 C6453 
C32,21 (364,49 

C16,11 C32,22 C6452 
C32,23 (364,48 

[0076] (2) SF=64 

[0077] The mapping rule for SF=64 is divided into the 
folloWing several cases according to a remainder obtained 
by dividing k in C64)k by 4. First, When k in the node C64)k 
is a multiple of 4, this node is determined as a node for the 
control part according to Rule 2. Second, When a remainder 
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obtained by dividing k by 4 is 2 (i.e., k=4n+2) and is 3 (i.e., 
k=4n+3), a node for the case Where the remainder obtained 
by dividing k by 4 is 2 is set for the data part, and a node for 
the case Where the remainder obtained by dividing k by 4 is 
3 is set for the control part, respectively, according to Rule 
3. 

[0078] <Rule 3> 

[0079] Third, When a remainder obtained by dividing k by 
4 is 1 (i.e., k=4n+1), there eXist a total of 12 nodes. There are 
several methods for allocating the 12 nodes to the data part 
and the control part. As one eXample, the folloWing mapping 
rule is set. 

[0080] <Rule 4> 

F4'1 (Cdata,64,411+1)=Cconnol,64,5 14H (0 én 23) 

F4-2(Cdata,64,4(n+4)+1)=Ccomrol,64,4n+1) (0 énéf’) 
[0081] By using this mapping rule, it is possible to simul 
taneously allocate % the total nodes With respect to each SF 
for SF; 16, and 1/2 the total nodes With respect to each SF for 
SF§32 as in the prior art. 

[0082] Second Embodiment 

[0083] The second embodiment is considered for the case 
Where SF=256 is allocated for the control part, and SF=4, 
SF=8, SF=16, SF=32, SF=64, SF=128 and SF=256 are 
allocable for the data part. Here, even When SF=32, SF=64, 
SF=128 and SF=256 can be allocated for the data part as in 
the RACH (Random Access Channel), it is possible to use 
the mapping rule for the data part and the control part by 
using the folloWing rule. As in the ?rst embodiment Where 
SF for the control part is 64, even When SF for the control 
part is 256, a sub-tree of any one of SF=4 nodes is used for 
the control part. For convenience, this node Will be assumed 
to be C4)4. A normal mapping rule for the 48 SF=64 nodes 
and 48 SF=256 nodes for the data part is de?ned as folloWs. 

[0084] <Rule 5> 

F5(Cdata,64,k)=CcontIol,256,2554k 
[0085] According to Rule 5, Cdatam)k nodes for the data 
part are allocated to Ccontmhzs?gsgk nodes for the control 
part as shoWn in Table 4 beloW. 

TABLE 4 

Data Part Control Part 

SF=4 SF=8 SF= 16 SF=32 SF= 64 (SF=256) 

C4,o C8,U C16,U C32,0 C64,0 (356,155 
C64,1 (356,154 

C32,1 C64,2 (356,153 
C64,3 (356,152 

C16,1 C32,2 C64,4 (356,151 
64,5 (356,150 

C32,3 C64,6 (356,249 
64,7 (356,248 

Cs,1 C16,2 C32,4 C64,8 (356,247 
C64,9 (356,246 

C32,5 C64,10 (356,245 
C64,11 (356,244 

C16,3 C32,6 C64,12 (356,243 
C64,13 (356,242 

C32,7 C64,14 (356,241 
C64,15 (356,240 
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TABLE 4-continued 

Data Part Control Part 

SF = 4 SF = 8 SF = 16 SF = 32 SF = 64 (SF = 256) 

C4,1 Cs,2 C16,4 C32,8 C64,16 C266,239 
C64,17 C266,238 

C32,15 C64,31 (3156,25 
C64,32 C266,224 

C4,2 Cs,4 C16,8 C32,16 C64,33 C266,223 
64,34 C266,222 

C32,17 C64,35 C266,221 
64,36 C266,220 

C169 (332,18 C64,37 C266,219 
C64,38 C266,218 

C32,19 C64,39 (356,217 
C64,40 C266,216 

C85 C1610 C32,2o C64,41 C266,215 
C64,42 C266,214 

C32,21 C64,43 C266,213 
C64,44 C266,212 

C16,11 C32,22 C64,45 C266,211 
64,46 C266,210 

C32,23 C64,47 C266,209 
64,48 C266,208 

[0086] According to this mapping rule, the nodes for the 
control part associated With the data part corresponding to 
the 48 SF=64 nodes are determined as shoWn in Table 4. The 
nodes Which Will share the same control part With the 48 
SF=64 nodes are classi?ed into one group using the folloW 
ing rule. 

[0087] <Rule 6> 

[0088] If there exists p Which satis?es (p*SF, p*k)=(64, n) 
for SF; 16 or (p*64, p*n)=(SF, k) for SF>64, CSEK and 
C64)n belong to one group. Here, 0§k§3*SF/4-1. 

[0089] When the mapping rule of Rule 6 is used, the 
control part nodes for the data part nodes are determined as 
shoWn in Table 4 for SF§64, and it is possible to simulta 
neously allocate the 3*SF/4 data part nodes per SF. In Rule 
6, a mapping rule is required for SF=128 Cdata’lzshk nodes 
(Where k is the odd number) of C128>1, C1283, C1285, 
C1287, . . . , C12895 and the SF=256 nodes cdatags?)k (Where 

k is not a multiple of 4) of C256)? C2562, C2563, C2565, 

C256J91. Typical examples are given beloW. 

[0090] (1) SF=128 

[0091] The 16 nodes C256,192> C256,193> C256,194> - ~ - > 
C256)207 out of the SF=256 nodes in the sub-tree of the node 
C4)3 are currently not used. Therefore, these nodes can be 
used for the control part of the SF=128 nodes C128)k (Where 
k is the odd number). For example, it is possible to set a 
multiple-to-one function betWeen the 48 SF=128 nodes and 
16 SF=256 control part nodes, as given beloW. 

[0092] <Rule 7> 

[0093] (2) SF=256 
[0094] The mapping rule for SF=256 is divided into the 
folloWing several cases according to a remainder obtained 
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by dividing k in C256)k by 4. First, When k in the node C256)k 
is a multiple of 4, this node is determined as a node for the 
control part according to Rule 7. Second, When a remainder 
obtained by dividing k by 4 is 2 (i.e., k=4n+2) and is 3 (i.e., 
==4n+3), a node for the case Where the remainder obtained 

by dividing k by 4 is 2 is set for the data part, and a node for 
the case Where the remainder obtained by dividing k by 4 is 
3 is set for the control part, respectively, according to Rule 
8. 

[0095] <Rule 8> 

F8(Cdm3,256,411+2)=CC£7n1IOI,Z$6,4n+3 (oéné‘w) 
[0096] Third, When a remainder obtained by dividing k by 
4 is 1 (i.e., k=4n+1), there exist a total of 48 nodes. There are 
several methods for allocating the 48 nodes to the data part 
and the control part. As one example, the folloWing mapping 
rule is set. 

[0097] <Rule 9> 

F9-1(Cdaki,Z56,411+1)=CC£7ntIOI,256,2U7*n (oénéls) 
F9'2(Cdam,2s6,4(n+16)+1)=Cc6nn61,zs6,4n+1) (oénéls) 

[0098] By using this mapping rule, it is possible to simul 
taneously allocate % the total nodes With respect to each SF 
for SF; 64, and 1/2 the total nodes With respect to each SF for 
SF; 128 as in the prior art. 

[0099] Accordingly, the mapping rules can be expressed 
by the folloWing formula. 

[0100] The UTRAN can allocate one of the OVSF code 
nodes Cdata’SF’k in one scrambling code to the UE. 

Cdata,SF,/< Equation (3) 

/<=0, 2, 4, ...,94 (forSF=l28) 

/<=0, 4, 8, ...,rss (forSf=256) 

[0101] In Equation (3), the SF value is determined as one 
of SF=4, SF=8, SF=16, SF=32, SF=64, SF=128 and SF=256. 
Upon receipt of one OVSF code node based on Equation (3) 
from the UTRAN, the UE can use upper branch nodes With 
the higher SF values in the sub-code tree. For example, a UE 
Which is assigned a Cdatw)1 node can use the upper branch 
nodes With SF>8 in the sub-code tree, i.e., the codes of 

Cdata,16,2’ Cdata,32,4> Cdata,64,8> Cdata,128,16> and Cdata,256,32' 
[0102] After being assigned the CdatasEk code for the 
DPDCH, the UE transmits a ccontmhzsmsgn node according 
to the above mapping rule. Further, n in the node 
ccontmhzsmsgn is determined by Equation (4) beloW. 

[0103] Equation (4) 
n=k*64/SF 

[0104] The mapping for k=1, 3, 5, . . . , 93, 95 for SF=128 
and k=1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, . . . , 187, 189, 190, 191 for SF=256, 
excluded from Equation (3), can be performed using the 
mapping rules of Rules 7, Rule 8 and Rule 9. 

[0105] FIG. 5 shoWs a device for generating OVSF codes 
for the dedicated physical data channel (DPDCH) and the 
dedicated physical control channel (DPCCH) in the UTRAN 
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according to an embodiment of the present invention. This 
device can be used for an OVSF code generating device in 
the uplink receiver for the UTRAN. 

[0106] Referring to FIG. 5, an input unit 110 receives a 
control signal for the OVSF code, and the control signal 
includes SF information of the data part. A control signal 
processor 111 processes the control signal provided from the 
input unit 110 and provides the SF information of the data 
part to an OVSF code processor 112. The OVSF code 
processor 112 then determines a node for the data part using 
the SF information of the data part, and controls the process 
of determining a node for the control part corresponding to 
the determined node for the data part. A memory 114 
includes OVSF node set information provided from the 
RNC and stores not only node information of the previously 
allocated data part and control part but also node informa 
tion of the data part and control part Which are allocable 
later. The OVSF code processor 112 determines the node for 
the data part by consulting the node information for the 
allocable data part, stored in the memory 114. An operator 
113 performs an operation of determining the node infor 
mation of the control part according to a command from the 
OVSF code processor 112. A detailed description of an 
algorithm for the operator 113 Will be made later With 
reference to FIG. 7. Here, the control signal processor 111, 
the OVSF code processor 112, the operator 113 and the 
memory 114 constitute an OVSF code allocation device for 
searching a channeliZation code for the data part and an 
OVSF code for the data part and allocating the channeliZa 
tion code for the control part mapped to the OVSF code for 
the data part. The set data part and control part node 
information is provided to an OVSF code generator 115, and 
the OVSF code generator 115 generates an OVSF code 
CdataSEk (or an OVSF code CdataSEk and an OVSF code 
Cdata>SF)(SF/2)_k) for spreading channel data on the data part 
and an OVSF code CCODUOIASESRJHk (or an OVSF code 
Ccontrol,4SF,2SF-1—k and an OVSF Code Ccontrol,4SF,4SF-1—k) 
for spreading channel data on the control part. Then, a 
channel despreader 121 multiplies a descrambled signal by 
the OVSF code for the data part to despread the signal on the 
data channel, and the channel despreader 121 multiplies the 
descrambled signal by the OVSF code for the control part to 
despread the signal on the control channel. 

[0107] FIG. 6 shoWs a device for generating OVSF codes 
for a dedicated physical data channel (DPDCH) and a 
dedicated physical control channel (DPCCH) in a user 
equipment (UE) according to an embodiment of the present 
invention. This OVSF code generating device can be used 
for an uplink channel transmission device. 

[0108] Referring to FIG. 6, an input unit 210 receives a 
control signal for an OVSF code for the data part from the 
UTRAN, and the control signal includes node information 
of the data part. A control signal processor 211 processes the 
control signal provided from the input unit 210 and provides 
the node information of the data part to an operator 212. The 
operator 212 performs an operation of determining the node 
information of the control part. A detailed description of an 
algorithm for the operator 212 Will be made later With 
reference to FIG. 7. Here, the control signal processor 211 
and the operator 212 constitute an OVSF code allocation 
device for searching a channeliZation code for the data part 
and an OVSF code for the data part and allocating the 
channeliZation code for the control part mapped to the 
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OVSF code for the data part. The set data part and control 
part node information is provided to an OVSF code genera 
tor 213, and the OVSF code generator 213 generates an 
OVSF code CdmSEk (or an OVSF code CdamSF)k and an 
OVSF code Cdata>SF)(SF/2)_k) for spreading channel data on 
the data part and an OVSF code CCODUOL4SESF_1_k (or an 
OVSF code CcOnm1>4SF)2SF_1_k and an OVSF code 
Coontmh 4SF)4SF_ 1_k) for spreading channel data on the control 
part. Then, a channel spreader 221 spreads data on the data 
channel DPDCH With the OVSF code for the data part and 
a channel spreader 222 spreads data on the control channel 
DPCCH With the OVSF code for the control part. The 
signals spread by the channel spreaders 221 and 222 are 
summed by a summer 223 and then multiplied by a scram 
bling code. 

[0109] FIG. 7 shoWs a procedure for allocating an OVSF 
code in a CDMA communication system according to an 
embodiment of the present invention. 

[0110] Referring to FIG. 7, in step 300, OVSF code node 
information CZ)k (=Cdata)SF)k, that is, Z is SF of the data 
part)of the data part is received as an input value. Here, Z 
indicates a spreading factor (SF) of the data part and k 
indicates a code number in the OVSF code tree. It is 
determined in step 301 Whether the SF value given in step 
300 is equal to or smaller than Y/4. If the SF value is equal 
to or smaller than Y/4, the procedure proceeds to step 302, 
and otherWise, the procedure goes to step 304. Here, Y 
indicates an SF value of the control part. In step 302, a value 
m is calculated using Equation (5) beloW. 

[0111] Equation (5) 
m<—k*Y/(4*SF) 

[0112] Thereafter, in step 303, a node CY>Y_1_rn 
(CcOntmLSESRbm, that is, Y is SF of the control part) is 
determined for the control part. It is determined in step 304 
Whether the Z value is equal to Y/2. If the Z value is equal 
to Y/2, the procedure proceeds to step 305, and otherWise, 
the procedure proceeds to step 308. In step 305, it is 
determined Whether a remainder obtained by dividing the 
value k by 2 is 0 (i.e., Whether k mod 2=0). If so, the 
procedure goes to step 306, and otherWise, the procedure 
goes to step 321. In step 306, a value determined by dividing 
k by 2 is set to a value In Thereafter, in step 307, CY>Y_1_rn 
is determined as an OVSF code for the control part. In step 
321, a remainder obtained by dividing (k—1)/2 by 16 is set 
to a value m and a value (13/16)*Y is set to a value p. In step 
322, CY)I,_1_rn is determined for the control part. 

[0113] In step 308, it is determined Whether a value 
obtained by dividing the value k by 4 is 0 (i.e., Whether k 
mod 4=0). If so, the procedure proceeds to step 309, and 
otherWise, the procedure proceeds to step 331. In step 309, 
a value obtained by dividing k by 4 is set to a value In In 
step 310, CY>Y_ _m is determined for the control part. In step 
331, it is determined Whether a value obtained by dividing 
k by 4 is 2 (i.e., Whether k mod 4=2). If so, the procedure 
proceeds to step 332, and otherWise, the procedure proceeds 
to step 333. In step 332, CY)k+1 is determined for the data 
part. In step 333, it is determined Whether k<Y/4. If so, the 
procedure goes to step 334, and otherWise, the procedure 
goes to step 336. In step 334, a value (k—1)/4 is to set to a 
value m and a value (13/ 16)*Y is set to a value p. Thereafter, 
in step 335, CY>P_1_rn is set for the control part. MeanWhile, 
in step 336, CY>k+Y/4 is set for the control part. 
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[0114] Third Embodiment 

[0115] Next, a third embodiment of the present invention 
Will be described. Since the UEs using the USTS (Uplink 
Synchronous Transmission Scheme) has a property of a loW 
mobility, it is possible to limit the spreading factor (SF) to 
a speci?c value. Accordingly, in this embodiment, it is 
assumed that SF of the DPDCH (i.e., SF of the data part) in 
the UE employing one USTS is ?xed to one value. 

[0116] In this embodiment, SF=256 is allocated for the 
DPDCH (or control part) and one of SF=4, SF=8, SF=16, 
SF=32, SF=64, SF=128 and SF=256 is variably allocated for 
the DPDCH (or data part). First, the DPDCH de?nes map 
ping from the frontmost end in the OVSF tree architecture 
out of the nodes With the set SF, and then, the DPCCH 
de?nes mapping from the rearmost end in the OVSF tree 
architecture out of the SF=256 nodes. That is, a mapping 

function of (Cdata,SF,k)=Ccontrol,256,255—k(0éké11) is 
used. In this case, it is possible to knoW the maximum 
number of the allocable nodes in one OVSF code tree, and 
the description Will be made for SF=4 and SF=64, by Way 
of example. 

[0117] (1) SF=4 
[0118] In order not to lose the orthogonality of the OVSF 
code, C4D, C4)1 and C4)2 are allocated to the DPDCH, and 
CZSQZSS, C2562“ and C256)253 are allocated to the DPCCH to 
satisfy the mapping function F11(CdmAJQ=CcOnm1)256)255_k 
(0éké3). When the OVSF codes are allocated as stated 
above, the maximum number of nodes Which can be allo 
cated While maintaining the orthogonality is 3. 

[0119] (2) SF=64 
[0120] In order to prevent the node allocated to the 
DPCCH from existing in the sub-tree of the node allocated 
to the DPDCH, it is possible to allocate a maximum of 51 
nodes to the DPDCH and the DPCCH, respectively. That is, 
C649, C64] _ _ _ ) C64)5O are allocated to the DPDCH, and 

CZSQZSS, C2562“, . . . , C256205 are allocated to the DPCCH 

to satisfy a mapping function F11(Cdata>64>k)= 
ccomhzswgk (Oéké 63). In a sub-tree of C6450, SF=256 
nodes include C256,196> C256,197> C256,198 and C256,199> and 
in a sub-tree of C6451, SF=256 nodes include CZSQZOO, 
C2562‘)? C256202 and C2562‘)? Further, in a sub-tree of 
C6452, SF=256 nodes include C2562“, CZSQZOS, C256206 and 
C256207. From this, all the nodes are allocated excepting the 
SF=64 node C64)51 and its sub-tree’s SF=256 nodes of 
C256,200> C256,201> C256,2O2> and C256,2O3' HOWGVGL if it is 
assumed that the SF=64 node C6451 is allocated to another 
DPDCH, there Will be no more nodes to be allocated to the 
DPCCH. Accordingly, the maximum number of the allo 
cable nodes is 51. 

[0121] The maximum number of the allocable OVSF 
nodes in one OVSF code tree for a set SF of the DPDCH can 
be determined by Rule 10 beloW. 

256 

[0122] The maximum integer X satisfying Rule 10 is the 
maximum number of the OVSF nodes that the DPDCH With 
the above SF and the SF=256 DPCCH can be allocated. 
According to Rule 10, the maximum number of the OVSF 
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code nodes allocable to the DPDCH and the DPCCH is 3 for 
the SF=4 DPDCH, 7 for the SF=8 DPDCH, 15 for the SF=16 
DPDCH, 28 for the SF=32 DPDCH, 51 for the SF=64 
DPDCH, 85 for the SF=128 DPDCH and 128 for the 
SF=256 DPDCH. 

[0123] Fourth Embodiment 

[0124] In this embodiment, a description Will be made of 
a method for allocating a channeliZation code in the situation 
Where the range of the scrambling code for the DPDCH is 
speci?ed based on the foregoing rules. 

[0125] First, in the situation Where the range of the 
DPDCH scrambling code is speci?ed, code allocation is 
performed based on the longest scrambling code. As 
described above, in the second embodiment of the preset 
invention, code allocation Was performed based on the case 
Where SF is set to 64. That is, in the second embodiment, the 
description Was made of the case Where the SF=64 code 
allocated to the DPDCH and the SF=256 code allocated to 
the DPCCH Were so mapped as to maintain the orthogonal 
ity. In the second embodiment, there exist unused OVSF 
codes When the OVSF code allocated to the data part has 
SF=128 and SF=256. Therefore, there Was provided a 
method for allocating the unused OVSF codes in the second 
embodiment to the data part. In the fourth embodiment, a 
description Will be made of a method for allocating the 
channeliZation codes based on the SF values other than 
SF=64. 

[0126] (1) Method for Allocating Codes Based on SF=256 

[0127] When the codes are allocated based on SF=256, SF 
of the OVSF code allocated to the DPDCH is de?ned as 
4§SF§ 256, and the code allocation method is identical to 
the method for maximally establishing the DPDCHs With 
SF=256. When the DPDCH can have SF=256, 1/2 of the 
OVSF code nodes are allocated for the DPDCH and the 
remaining 1/2 of the OVSF code nodes are allocated for the 
DPCCH. That is, 1/2 nodes on the OVSF code tree are 
classi?ed into an OVSF code group for data to be allocated 
to the DPDCH, and the other 1/2 nodes on the OVSF code tree 
are classi?ed into an OVSF code group for control to be 
allocated to the DPCCH. For example, the child nodes of the 
C2)O node, Which are the upper 1/2 of the Whole OVSF code 
tree, are allocated for the DPDCH, and the remaining child 
nodes of the C2)‘,L node are allocated for the DPCCH. When 
one of the child nodes of the C2)O node is allocated to the 
DPDCH as an OVSF code, the DPCCH is allocated an 
OVSF code according to Rule 11 beloW. 

[0129] If there exist p Which satis?es (p*SF, p*k)=(256, n) 
for SF§256, the nodes CSF)k and C256)n belong to the same 
group. 

[0130] (2) Method for Allocating Codes Based on SF=128 

[0131] When the codes are allocated based on SF=128, SF 
of the OVSF code allocated to the DPDCH is de?ned as 
4§SF§ 128, and the code allocation method is identical to 
the method for maximally establishing the DPDCHs With 
SF=128. When the codes are A allocated based on SF=128, 
a code allocation method is used in Which the SF is ?xed to 
128 as described in the third embodiment of the present 
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invention. That is, 85 SF=128 nodes of Cusp-C128)84 are 
allocated for the DPDCH, and 85 SF=256 nodes of 
C256J71-C256255, Which do not have the above nodes as their 
mother nodes, are allocated for the DPCCH. Here, the nodes 
Which are mother nodes of the nodes allocated for the 
DPDCH but are not mother nodes of the nodes allocated for 
the DPCCH, can also be allocated for the DPDCH. When 
one of the above nodes is allocated to the DPDCH as an 
OVSF code, the DPCCH is allocated an OVSF code accord 
ing to Rule 12 beloW. 

[0132] <Rule 12> 

128-1]) 
[0133] If there eXist p Which satis?es (p*SF, p*k)=(128, n) 
for SF; 128, the nodes CSF)k and C128)n belong to the same 
group. In addition, When an SF=25 6 OVSF code is allocated, 
the nodes C256211 and C128)n belong to the same group and 
can be allocated to the same DPCCH, and the unused 
SF=256 OVSF codes can be applied and used as in the 
second embodiment. 

[0134] (3) Method for Allocating Codes Based on SF=64 

[0135] When the codes are allocated based on SF=64, SF 
of the OVSF code allocated to the DPDCH is de?ned as 
4§SF§ 64, and the code allocation method is identical to the 
method for maximally establishing the DPDCHs With 
SF=64. The SF is set to 64 by modifying the second 
embodiment of the present invention. That is, 51 SF=64 
nodes of Cam-C64)5O are allocated for the DPDCH, and 51 
SF=256 nodes of C256204-C256255, Which do not have the 
above nodes as their mother nodes, are allocated for the 
DPCCH. Of course, the nodes Which are mother nodes of the 
nodes allocated for the DPDCH but are not mother nodes of 
the nodes allocated for the DPCCH, can also be allocated for 
the DPDCH. When one of the above nodes is allocated to the 
DPDCH as an OVSF code, the DPCCH is allocated an 
OVSF code according to Rule 13 beloW. 

[0137] If there eXist p Which satis?es (p*SF, p*k)=(64, n) 
for SF; 64, the nodes CSF)k and C64)n belong to the same 
group. Here, it is possible to allocate the SF=128 OVSF code 
and the SF=256 OVSF code to the DPCCH by modifying the 
second embodiment. 

[0138] (4) Method for Allocating Codes Based on SF=32 

[0139] When the codes are allocated based on SF=32, SF 
of the OVSF code allocated to the DPDCH is de?ned as 
4§SF§32, and the code allocation method is identical to the 
method for maXimally establishing the DPDCHs With 
SF=32. A code allocation method is used in Which the SF is 
?Xed to 32 as described in the third embodiment of the 
present invention. That is, 28 SF=32 nodes of C32)O-C32>27 
are allocated for the DPDCH, and 28 SF=256 nodes of 
C256227-C256255, Which do not have the above nodes as their 
mother nodes, are allocated for the DPCCH. Of course, the 
nodes Which are mother nodes of the nodes allocated for the 
DPDCH but are not mother nodes of the nodes allocated for 
the DPCCH, can also be allocated for the DPDCH. When 
one of the above nodes is allocated to the DPDCH as an 
OVSF code, the DPCCH is allocated an OVSF code accord 
ing to Rule 14 beloW. 
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[0140] <Rule 14> 

324]) 
[0141] If there eXist p Which satis?es (p*SF, p*k)=(32, n) 
for SF§32, the nodes CSF)k and C32)n belong to the same 
group. In addition, it is possible to allocate the SF=128 
OVSF code and the SF=256 OVSF code to the DPCCH as 
in the second embodiment. 

[0142] (5) Method for Allocating Codes Based on 
42511; 16 

[0143] 15 SF=16 nodes of Clio-C16)14 are ?rst allocated 
for the DPDCH, and then, 15 SF=256 nodes of C2562“ 
CZSQZSS, Which do not have the above nodes as their mother 
nodes, are allocated for the DPCCH. Of course, the nodes 
Which are mother nodes of the nodes allocated for the 
DPDCH but are not mother nodes of the nodes allocated for 
the DPCCH, can also be allocated for the DPDCH. When 
one of the above nodes is allocated to the DPDCH as an 
OVSF code, the DPCCH is allocated an OVSF code accord 
ing to Rule 15 beloW. 

[0144] <Rule 15> 

16-1]) 
[0145] If there eXist p Which satis?es (p*SF, p*k)=(16, n) 
for SF; 16, the nodes CSF)k and Cmn belong to the same 
group. In addition, it is possible to allocate the SF=128 
OVSF code and the SF=256 OVSF code to the DPCCH as 
in the second embodiment. 

[0146] (6) Method for Allocating Codes Based on 
4§SF§8 

[0147] When the codes are allocated based on SF=32, SF 
of the OVSF code allocated to the DPDCH is de?ned as 
4§SF§ 8, and the code allocation method is identical to the 
method for maXimally establishing the DPDCHs With SF=8. 

[0148] 7 SF=8 nodes of Csp-Cs)6 are ?rst allocated for the 
DPDCH, and then, 7 SF=256 nodes of C256249-C256255, 
Which do not have the above nodes as their mother nodes, 
are allocated for the DPCCH. Of course, the nodes Which are 
mother nodes of the nodes allocated for the DPDCH but are 
not mother nodes of the nodes allocated for the DPCCH, can 
also be allocated for the DPDCH. When one of the above 
nodes is allocated to the DPDCH as an OVSF code, the 
DPCCH is allocated an OVSF code according to Rule 16 
beloW. 

[0150] If there eXist p Which satis?es (p*SF, p*k)=(8, n) 
for SF§8, the nodes CSF)k and C8)n belong to the same 
group. In addition, it is possible to allocate the SF=16, 
SF=64, SF=128 and SF=256 OVSF codes to the DPCCH as 
in the second embodiment. 

[0151] Although the fourth embodiment of the present 
invention allocates the nodes With the larger code number on 
the OVSF code tree to the control part (i.e., DPCCH), the 
code numbers allocated to the DPCCH are not restricted. In 
addition, although the least allocable SF is assumed to be 
SF=4 in the fourth embodiment, the least allocable SF can 
be SF=8, SF=16, SF=32, SF=64, SF=128 or SF=256. In this 
case also, it is possible to obtain a corresponding relation by 
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using the fourth embodiment. For example, When the least 
SF is 8, it is possible to obtain a corresponding relation for 
8§SF§32 by using the case of 4§SF§32 described in the 
fourth embodiment. 

[0152] Even in the USTS in Which a plurality of UEs share 
the same scrambling code and are identi?ed using the OVSF 
code Which is a channeliZation code, one UE can use several 
DPDCHs. In this case, it is possible to allocate several 
OVSF codes to one UE. 

[0153] HoWever, from the vieWpoint of effective OVSF 
code allocation, it is preferable to divide the DPDCH having 
tWice the SF value of the above DPDCH into I and Q 
channels and then allocate the same OVSF code to the 
respective channels, rather than allocating one DPDCH to 
each UE. When the Q channel is not used, tWo OVSF codes 
having tWice the SF value are allocated, so that each 
DPDCH can use one OVSF code. When several DPDCHs 
used by one UE have different SF values, the OVSF code of 
each SF value is allocated. Even When one UE uses several 
DPDCHs, only one DPCCH is used. In allocating the OVSF 
code for the DPCCH, an OVSF code for the DPCCH 
corresponding to the fastest one of the DPDCHs used by the 
UE is allocated by applying the second embodiment. 

[0154] Fifth Embodiment 

[0155] In the ?fth embodiment, a description Will be made 
of a method for allocating OVSF codes for the case Where 
one UE With USTS uses tWo or more DPDCHs. 

[0156] For example, one SF=8 OVSF code rather than one 
SF=4 OVSF code is allocated to the UE intended to use a 
service having a data rate of 960 Kbps, and the SF=8 
DPDCH is divided into I and Q channels. If there is no 
sufficient SF-8 OVSF codes and there are suf?cient SF=16 
or SF=32 OVSF codes having different mother node (SF=8), 
then tWo SF=16 OVSF codes are allocated to the I and Q 
channels, respectively, to use a total of 4 DPDCHs. Alter 
natively, it is possible to use 8 DPDCHs to Which 4 SF=32 
OVSF codes are allocated as in the foregoing method. 
According to this method, it is possible to allocate the 
increased number of OVSF codes to the UEs. 

[0157] In the ?fth embodiment of the present invention, 
the OVSF codes can be allocated according to Rule 17, Rule 
18, Rule 19 and Rule 20 beloW. 

[0158] <Rule 17> 

[0159] The UE intended to use an SF=256 DPDCH is 
allocated one SF=256 OVSF code. 

[0160] <Rule 18> 

[0161] The UE intended to use an SF=k (4=k§ 128) 
DPDCH divides tWo SF=k*2 DPDCHs into the I and Q 
channels and equally uses the OVSF code in the respective 
channels, When there are allocable SF=k*2 OVSF codes left. 
When the Q channel is not used, a remaining SF=k OVSF 
code, if any, is used. 

[0162] <Rule 19> 

[0163] When there is no spare SF=k*2 OVSF code in Rule 
18, the UE searches the maXimal m value for the case Where 
there remain 2m“1 SF=2rn (SF=2) OVSF codes, and divides 
2rn SF=k*m DPDCHs into the I and Q channels and equally 
uses the OVSF code in the respective channels. When the 
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channel is separated using only the I channel, i.e., When the 
Q channel is not used, the UE searches the maXimal m value 
for the case Where there remain 2m“1 SF=2““'1 (SF=2) OVSF 
codes, and uses the OVSF codes in 2r“-1 SF=k*m DPDCHs, 
if there remains no SF=k OVSF code in Rule 18. When there 
eXists no OVSF code satisfying this rule, entry of the present 
USTS group is refused. 

[0164] <Rule 20> 

[0165] A code corresponding to the fastest one of the 
OVSF codes allocated to the DPDCH, i.e., an OVSF code 
located at the frontmost end of the OVSF code tree shoWn 
in FIG. 2, is allocated for the SF=256 DPCCH. The DPCCH 
can be allocated using the channel allocation method 
described in the second embodiment. 

[0166] For eXample, let’s say that one UE intends to use 
a 960 Kbps DPDCH When the USTS Which can use the I and 

Q channels are allocated the nodes C49, C82, C85, C1“, and 
C169 shoWn in FIG. 2. According to Rule 18, one SF=8 
OVSF code is required, but there eXists no remaining node. 
If the SF=16 OVSF code is searched according to Rule 19, 
it means that there eXist spare codes C16)7 and C168. Those 
tWo codes are used for the DPDCHs of the tWo I and Q 
channels. That is, 4 DPDCHs are used. The DPCCH is AM 
allocated an OVSF code C256)7 corresponding to the OVSF 
code C16; in the second embodiment. 

[0167] SiXth Embodiment 

[0168] A siXth embodiment of the present invention Will 
be described With reference to the second embodiment. In 
the second embodiment, the description Was made of a 
method for allocating SF=25 6 OVSF code to the control part 
and allocating an OVSF code having SF=4, SF=8, SF=16, 
SF=32, SF=64, SF=128 and SF=256 to the data part. Fur 
ther, the description Was made of a method for using a 
sub-tree of a certain one of the SF=4 nodes for the control 
part. In the siXth embodiment of the present invention, a 
description Will be made of the case Where 2 SF=8 nodes are 
allocated to the control part, rather than allocating the SF=4 
node to the control part as in the second embodiment. For 
convenience of explanation, it Will be assumed herein that 
C8)3 and C8)7 out of 8 SF=8 nodes are allocated to the control 
part. Here, compared With the case Where one SF=4 node is 
allocated to the control part, the case Where tWo of the 8 
SF=8 nodes are allocated to the control part can allocate a 
maXimum of 2 SF=4 nodes, but has a better peak-to-average 
poWer ratio (PAPR). That is, it is possible to decrease the 
PAPR by separating the upper tWo SF=4 node trees and the 
loWer tWo SF=4 node trees in the OVSF code tree and 
allocating the data part and the control part in the upper or 
loWer node trees. Therefore, When tWo of the 8 SF=8 nodes 
are selectively used for the control part, it is preferable to 
select one from the upper node tree and the other one from 
the loWer node tree, respectively, from the vieWpoint of the 
PAPR. 

[0169] The siXth embodiment uses the basic mapping 
concepts given by the folloWing formulas. Adescription Will 
be made of a method for receiving from the UTRAN one SF 
node CSF)k out of 2m‘1 SF nodes (Where m is an integer 
larger than 3) arranged in the trees having the mother node 
and the child nodes. Equation (6) beloW shoWs a process for 
searching a group including the received SF node CSEk, and 
Equation (7) beloW shoWs a basic, conceptional method for 
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determining an OVSF code corresponding to the SF node 
according to the received SF node. 

zmil zmil 1 

For SF 5 T, (P1 -SF, P1-k)=[T,n] Equanon (6) 

Where, P1: 4_SF and P2 : Zmil . 

l 
[0170] The sixth embodiment for allocating the tWo SF=8 
nodes to the control part is modi?ed from the second 
embodiment for basically allocating one SF=4 node to the 
control part. The siXth embodiment performs one-to-one 
mapping on the 48 SF=64 nodes and 48 SF=256 nodes for 
the data part according to Rule 21 beloW. 

[0171] <Rule 21> 

[0172] Where k=0, 1, 2, 3 . . . , 23. 

[0173] Rule 21 is modi?ed from Rule 5, and the control 
part node for the data parts corresponding to the 48 SF=64 
nodes is determined according to this mapping rule. The 
nodes Which Will share the same control part With the 48 
SF=64 nodes are grouped according to Rule 22 beloW. Rule 
22 is identical to Rule 6. 

[0174] The data part nodes and the control part nodes 
according to the mapping rule of F21-1(Cdata)64)Q= 
CCODHOLZSQMLk (Where k=0, 1, 2, 3 . . . , 23) in Rule 21 are 
given as shoWn in Table 5 beloW, and the data part nodes and 
the control part nodes according to the mapping rule of 

F21_2(Cdata,64,32+k)=Ccontrol,256,255—k (Where k=0> 1> 2> 
3 . . . , 23) are given as shoWn in Table 6 beloW. 

TABLE 5 

Data Part Control Part 

SF = 4 SF = 8 SF = 16 SF = 32 SF = 64 (SF = 256) 

C4,0 C8,U C160 C32,0 C64,0 (31511127 
64,1 C266,126 

C32,1 C64,2 (3156,15 
C64,3 C266,124 

C16,1 C32,2 C64,4 C266,123 
C64,5 C266,122 

C32,3 C64,6 C266,121 
C64,7 C266,120 

C8,1 C16,2 C32,4 C64,8 C266,119 
C64,9 C266,112; 

C32,5 C64,10 (31511117 
64,11 C266,116 

C16,3 C32,6 C64,12 C266,115 
64,13 C266,114 

C32,7 C64,14 C266,113 
C64,15 C266,112 
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TABLE S-continued 

Data Part Control Part 

SF=4 SF=8 SF= 16 SF=32 SF= 64 (SF=256) 

C4,1 Cs,2 C16,4 C32,8 C64,16 C266,111 
C64,17 C266,110 

C32,9 C64,18 C266,109 
C64,19 C266,108 

C16,5 C32,10 C64,20 (31511107 
C64,21 C266,106 

C32,11 C64,22 C266,105 
C64,23 C266,124 

[0175] 
TABLE 6 

Data Part Control Part 

SF=4 SF=8 SF= 16 SF=32 SF= 64 (SF=256) 

C4,2 Cs,4 C16,8 C32,16 C64,32 (3156,55 
C64,33 (3156,54 

C32,17 C64,34 (3156,53 
C64,35 (3156,52 

C169 (332,18 C64,36 (3156,51 
64,37 (3156,50 

C32,19 C64,38 C266,249 
64,39 C266,248 

C85 C1610 C32,20 C64,40 (3156,2117 
C64,41 C266,246 

C32,21 C64,42 C266,245 
C64,43 C266,244 

C16,11 C32,22 C64,44 C266,243 
64,45 C266,242 

C32,23 C64,46 C266,241 
64,47 C266,240 

C4,3 C8,6 C16,12 C32,24 C64,48 C266,239 
C64,49 C266,238 

C32,25 C64,50 (31511237 
C64,51 C266,236 

C16,13 C32,26 C64,52 C266,235 
C64,53 C266,234 

C32,27 C64,54 C266,233 
C64,55 C266,232 

[0176] Table 5 and Table 6 shoW an eXample Where the 
nodes are allocated to the control part according to the 

rules of F(Cdata,64,k)=Ccontrol,256,127—k and 
F(Cdata,64,32+k)=Ccontrol,256,255—k' However’ When the nodes 
are allocated to the control part according to the mapping 

rules of F(Cdata,64,k)=Ccontrol,256,96+k and F(Cdata,64,32+k)= 
Ccontmhzsmzzpfk, the nodes can be sequentially allocated 
from C256,96 to C256,111 and from C256,224 to C256,239> 
respectively. This can be expressed as folloWs. 

[0177] Where k=0, 1, 2, 3 . . . , 23. 

[0178] In addition, the same result can be obtained even by 
properly setting the nodes allocated to the control part so as 
to be one-to-one mapped With the nodes allocated to the data 
part. 
[0179] <Rule 22> 














